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Preliminaries
Let us consider the relative curvature tensor Kj^k of 811 n-dimensional Pinsler space P_ ( [ll ) equipped with a symmetric i metric tensor g^ and symmetric connection coefficients r^.
Let us consider a decomposition of the relative curvature tensor K-j^k as follows
where la a tensor field, skew symmetric in both h and k and B* is a contravariant vector field which satisfies [2] i def _i i ;m m m * where cy. is a scalar function. hjk» where A"" is a reourrent tensor field. Dp Definition.
A Pinsler space equipped with the relative ourvature tensor K.^ satisfying (1.1) to (1.4) is said to be a decomposed bi-recurrent Pinsler space. It will be denoted as DBR-F". n 2. Rioci tensor of DBR-P fl In view of (1.1) and (1.4), it is easy to check the validity of the following relations: The above theorem leads to the following corollary. Corollary.
In order that a DBR-F possess a IV non vanishing Ricci tensor K^, it is necessary and sufficient that the recurrence veotor field be non-gradient.
The decomposition of Tj^
Let us consider the following case of decomposition In order that the tensor field Tj^ acinit a imilar bi-rocuraence property as T-jjjfc» ** is necessary
and Guff"'' ' ont that the vector field A^ be covariantly constant.
In view of (3.1), the curvature tensor K^^ is expressed as 3)
.
^i'.ni (2.3)c, the covariant differentiation of (3.3) with I'v apeot to x a and x p successively <vith h^ assumption that Aj is covariantly constant, gives rit.e uo 
